Engineering

DC voltage debugging of an FPGA
This article introduces methods for optimally analyzing effects on an embedded
system’s power supply with an economy class oscilloscope. This includes the
optimal horizontal and vertical settings.

stable power supply is key to long-term operation of
integrated circuits. Although this is especially true for
high-end circuits based on field programmable gate arrays
(FPGA), even lower-speed serial buses can significantly disturb a signal. A quick analysis using an economy class oscilloscope helps to improve system performance substantially.
Using a few optimized settings of the oscilloscope can considerably improve the outcome of this analysis. The analysis, based on an exemplary DC supply voltage of an FPGA
with a CAN interface, is performed using the RTB2000 oscilloscope by Rhode & Schwarz.

A

is about 10 mV. And although the supply voltage looks flat,
the mean ripple derived from over 10 000 measurements is
179,90 mV, or in the range of 3,5 % of the supply voltage. To
improve the accuracy of the measurement, the channel offset is set to the 4,92-V level and the sensitivity to 20 mV/Div
– which increases accuracy by a factor of 50.
As shown in Figure 2, the mean value of the peakto-peak measurement is now 68,28 mV. This is about
2,5 times smaller compared with the initial measurement
and is much more accurate, the 10-bit A/D converter resolution in this setting is approximately 0,2 mV.

Optimized setting for DC voltage
measurements

Identification of disturbances of the
DC supply voltage

First, the DC voltage is analyzed without any special settings. Figure 1 shows the DC voltage measurement using a
passive probe (10:1) connected to the DC voltage. In order
to see the signal on the screen, the vertical scaling is set to
1 V/Div and a peak-to-peak voltage measurement including
statistics is used to determine the ripple. The built-in voltmeter gives a measurement value for the DC voltage level of
4,92 V. In this setting, the mean value measured for the ripple is 179,90 mV (marked with the red circle with the built-in
annotation tool for documentation).
Why does the vertical resolution of an oscilloscope play
an important role? A quick initial estimation is the theoretical
resolution of the oscilloscope in this setting. The RTB2000
uses a 10-bit A/D converter and therefore has 1024 decision
levels. The vertical setting is 1 V/Div, yielding a full range of
10 V. Doing the math shows that the theoretical resolution

The second step is to identify and correlate disturbances
coupling into the DC voltage from other events. Looking at
the signal change in Figure 2, it is hard to identify these
disturbances, since the time base is not optimally chosen. A common approach is to capture longer time intervals to increase the chance to see coupled events, which
are often based on slow signals. A typical source of coupled events for embedded systems comes from the AC/DC
converter and may be related to the main supply frequency
(50 Hz in Europe). In order to identify such patterns, the
time base of the oscilloscope should be set to 10 ms/Div.
In Figure 3, such a configuration is used together with
an additional zoom window. In the upper trace, a pattern occurring approximately every 25 ms can be identified. In the lower trace, the signal is zoomed by a factor of
1000. We have used the built-in annotation tool of the

Figure 1: Measurement of DC voltage without any
optimized oscilloscope settings (Photo: R&S)

Figure 2: More accurate measurement results applying the
right vertical settings and advanced frontend technology
(Photo: R&S)
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Figure 3: Low- and high-speed coupled events are
captured using long memory (Photo: R&S)

Figure 4: Simultaneous display of analog DC voltage
and CAN frame protocol as digital and decoded
signal (Photo: R&S)

oscilloscope to indicate the additionally identified spikes,
occurring approximately every 15 µs. We are therefore looking at two periodic events.
Both periodic events are visible in one screen because
the 10 million samples per channel standard acquisition
memory of the oscilloscope makes it possible to retain a
high sampling rate. In this application, it means the complete acquisition time of 120 ms is captured with a sample
rate of 62,5 million samples per second. In other words,
events in the nanosecond range can be identified, allowing signals such as the fast periodic events to be reliably
detected. In this article, our focus is on the larger, slower

periodic event with the higher amplitude change in order to
find the root cause.
The RTB2000 is a mixed signal oscilloscope (MSO)
and optionally supports up to 16 digital input channels as
well as serial triggering and decoding of CAN network signals. One of these digital channels is used to capture the
CAN telegrams. This protocol is decoded using hardware
acceleration and a color scheme to identify write/read
addresses, data and all other bits of a CAN message. The
screenshot in Figure 4 shows the digital channel as well as
the decoding of the CAN telegram along with the DC supply voltage.

Engineering
Figure 5: Side-by-side comparison of measurements (Photo: R&S)
The slow-speed repeating pattern on the DC voltage
(25 ms) can be immediately linked to the CAN telegram.
Whenever the FPGA starts to transmit CAN data, it loads
the DC power supply and causes a ripple. Looking at the
DC voltage change in the zoom window, the main ripple
seems to be coming from bit switching, but there is noise
overlaid, which makes it difficult to quantify the pure
influence of bit switching. In this example, by triggering
on a specific CAN address and/or data, and utilizing the
CAN messages, we can find the ripple caused only by bit
switching. The oscilloscope is set to trigger on a recurring
CAN telegram and averages several acquisitions. The
result is shown in Figure 6.
Averaging removes any noise not related to
bit switching. Now the DC ripple caused by transmitting CAN signals is isolated and measured as
49,20 mV.

The initial measurement of the ripple of the DC
power voltage was approximately 180 mV. Optimizing the
vertical settings revealed that the ripple was only in the
range of approximately 68 mV. Finally, the transmission
of CAN data was identified as the main root cause of the
ripple. This was only possible using long memory and
capturing CAN network signals. By triggering on specific
CAN data and averaging, the ripple on the DC power
supply voltage caused by bit switching was measured to
be approximately 49 mV, which is approximately 1 % of the
nominal voltage.

Comparison of measurements using
different methods
In this article, using an economy class scope with
300-MHz bandwidth and 10-bit A/D converter, it has
been demonstrated how the optimization of vertical and
horizontal settings can provide detailed insight into the root
causes of ripple on a DC power supply. Acquisition memory
is also highly important, since most coupled events are
by nature much slower in speed than the signals at the
DUT. Moreover, the capability to trigger on specific serial
data telegrams makes it possible to isolate root causes
and perform precise ripple measurements. Figure 5 shows
a side-by-side comparison of the three settings illustrating
the measurement procedures.

Author

Figure 6: Using averaging to remove the part of the DC
voltage ripple not caused by bit switching (Photo: R&S)
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CAN Newsletter Online: Most visited in 2017
The CAN Newsletter Online reports briefly about products and services.
This are the most visited articles in 2017 so far:
OBDII interface

Night-blindness

Real or fake
It’s a hobby: Taking on-board diagnostics
information from the in-vehicle networks
and observe and analyze them on a PC. Of course you want to
pay as little as possible for the interface. That is why cheap, faked
products are offered more and more often.
Read on
Clarification

ISO or non-ISO CAN FD
No doubt: in future all products will be
compliant to the ISO standard (ISO
11898-1). But currently some components and tools still support
the original CAN FD protocol, which is not compliant to the ISO
standard.
Read on
CAN

List of available books with
short descriptions
Since CAN’s introduction in February 1986 by
Robert Bosch more than 20 books about CAN and CAN-based
higher-layer protocols (HLPs) were published. The following
overview comprises all available books. They are written in
different languages.
Read on

ADAS fail to detect
pedestrians at night
Emergency brake assistance systems
claim to detect pedestrians and bicycles. The German ADAC
automobilists’ club has tested several cars providing such
systems and found them lacking.
Read on
CAN networks

Open-source analyzer
Tiny-CAN View by MHS Elektronik is the
open-source (only for Linux) CAN analyzer
usable on Windows, Linux and Mac (in preparation) systems. The
software is suited for long-lasting measuring. It is compatible to all
company’s Tiny-CAN products.
Read on
CAN FD demonstrator

With 20 nodes at a 40-m
network
Texas Instruments (TI) has developed
a CAN FD kit to demonstrate its 5-Mbit/s transceiver chips.
The linear network topology features varying stubs with
up to 2 m.
Read on
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